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Abstract
Named entity recognition (NER) plays an important role in information extraction tasks, butmostmodels rely on large-
scale labeled data. Getting the model to move away from large-scale labeled datasets is challenging. In this paper, a
SCNER (Self-Supervised NER) model is proposed. The BiLSTM (Bidirectional LSTM) is adopted as the named entity
extractor, and an Instruction Generation Subsystem (IGS) is proposed to generate “Retelling Instructions”, which
analyzes the similarities between the input instructions and “Retelling Instructions” as the losses for model training.
A series of rules based on traditional learning rules have been proposed for discrete forward computation and error
backpropagation. It mimics language learning in human infants and constructs a SCNERmodel. Thismodel is used for
robot instruction understanding and can be trained on unlabeled datasets to extract named entities from instructions.
Experimental results show that the proposed model is competitive with the supervised BiLSTM-CRF and BERT-NER
models. In addition, the model is applied to a real robot, which verifies the practicality of SCNER.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the core tasks of robot control is to parse instructions, extract useful information, and then drive the
robot to move accordingly [1]. Named entity recognition (NER) is one of the main text information extraction
methods [2]. Named entity is defined as the attribute name of a real object [3], such as a Person, Organization,
Location, etc. The accurate extraction of named entities from texts is fundamental to understanding the in-
trinsic meaning of a text. As a basic task, it is the foundation of many natural language processing (NLP)
applications [4], such as relationship extraction [5], text understanding [6], information extraction [7], machine
translation [8], entity corpus construction [9], etc. There are mainly three types of NER models: rule-based
learning methods [10], unsupervised learning methods [11], and feature-based supervised learning methods [12].
Currently, supervised models dominate the NER task, but most of these models rely on large-scale, manually
labeled datasets for training, which is often costly for dataset aggregation. Unsupervised or self-supervised
based NER does not require labeled datasets and only relies on a small amount of labeled data. However, the
main challenge lies in how to provide accurate learning direction or classification basis for model training.

In the early unsupervised model studies of NER, some researchers have attempted to address the above issues.
There are two main solutions proposed by them: One is to build a common dictionary with a small amount of
known data, and these data are used as the clustering center to provide a classification basis for the model [13].
He et al. adopt the knowledge-based self-attention for Chinese NER [14]. The other aims to construct “seed”
rules as the classification standard of words and provide the basis of clustering for the model. The “seed” rules
contain prior information, such as grammatical information or special prompt words. After determining the
clustering centers or classification bases based on prior information, these two types of models are often used
to extract named entities from unlabeled data by computing the similarity of lexical contexts to analyze the
data structure and distribution characteristics. Wang et al. adopt enhanced dictionary semantic knowledge
for Chinese NER [15]. The pre-trained language models are also used for Chinese NER [16]. It is worth noting
that no matter which method is used, the core step is mostly the Coarse-Grained information extraction of
named entities using retrieval or pattern matching [17]. Current mainstream unsupervised NER methods can
be divided into discriminative and generative models. The discriminative model is based on the traditional
method and constructs more reasonable rules to extract named entities [18]. The generative model aims to
achieve the optimal subdivision of the generated entity category with the highest probability through model
design.

Thanks to the efforts of researchers, several breakthroughs have been achieved in unsupervised NER. How-
ever, in the task of Chinese named entity extraction, the development is relatively slow because sentences do
not have obvious word boundaries. The generative model SLMs (Segmental Language Models) proposed by
Sun et al. achieves about 75% extraction accuracy on multiple datasets [11,19], which is a breakthrough in the
research of Chinese NER. Moreover, since unsupervised models need to incorporate sufficient contextual in-
formation, it is often not possible to use unsupervised word segmentation in some applications, such as robotic
language parsing, due to the limited contextual information of concise instructions. Therefore, learning and
understanding languages as efficiently and accurately as humans is a challenge for robots.

In this paper, we propose a Self-Supervised NER (SCNER) for robot instruction parsing. The aim is to free the
model from complex parameter training and feature presetting, rule construction, and reliance on large-scale,
manually labeled datasets. As shown in Figure 1, after the robot gets the input instructions, the word segmen-
tation is extracted based on the NER model, and these word segmentations are used to construct “Retelling
Instructions”. Since the model is untrained, the named entities extracted by the model at the beginning are
mostly incorrect, and the “Retelling Instructions” constructed based on these named entities are also far from
the input instructions. However, the model can “understand” the input instruction after simple training ac-
cording to the Loss; that is, the model can extract the named entity correctly and construct the “Retelling
Instructions” consistent with the content of the input instruction. Based on these correctly named entities, we
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Figure 1. Self-supervised named entity recognitionmodel for robot behavior control. (a) is an input conversionmodule that converts speech
input to text information, which is not necessary when the input is text. (b) refers to the extraction of text features, feature enhancement,
and fusion (generally including Pinyin, partial, parts of speech, and other information), and the extraction of named entities based on the
fusion features in a self-supervised manner. (c) shows the scene of driving the robot movement based on the extracted named entities.

can drive the robot according to our requirements.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) A Self-Supervised Learning (SSL) mecha-
nism for Chinese NER is proposed, which completely weans our network from relying on manually labeled
datasets; (2) A new learning rule is defined that enables the model to propagate back in the discrete computa-
tion process; (3) In the Instruction Generation Subsystem (IGS), a position information matrix construction
rule that is independent of the static graph is adopted, rather than learning approximation according to the
target, as in the Gumbel-Sinkhorn network [20], which theoretically makes our model simpler and faster; (4)
The object detection network is adopted for practical robot object detection and capturing, which verifies the
practicability of the SCNER model.

2. RELATED WORKS
NER has always been a trendy research topic in NLP. Most of the early NER models use the manual dictio-
nary or construction rules to extract named entities by retrieval or pattern matching [21]. The construction
of these models is often time-consuming and laborious. With the development of deep learning, researchers
gradually begin to use DNN (Deep Neural Networks) to automatically extract advanced features and named
entities [22]. Nguyen et al. used the Word2Vc toolkit to embed word vectors and achieve better results com-
pared to traditional methods in named entity extraction on the cyclic neural network. Chiu andMa et al. [23,24]
used Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to extract character-level representative features of words based
on the Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) [25], and these feature sequences are converted into word vectors as input
of the encoder. Based on this, Tran et al. [26] introduced the idea of a Residual Network [27] into the NERmodel,
which overcame the degradation problem in the network stacking to a certain extent. Due to the particular-
ity of Chinese grammatical structures, the CWS (Chinese Word Segmentation) is often different from other
NER models. This is reflected in the extracted named entity, which usually consists of multiple words rather
than a single word. Yue et al. [28] designed a statistical method based on the Chinese language, the perceptron
algorithm [29] was used for word-level discrimination training, and the beam search was used as a decoder.
Based on the traditional word segmentation model, Ma et al. [30] proposed an embedded matching method
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for CWS, which combined characters into words by setting separators and combinators and encoded them as
features, together with segmentation actions for named entity extraction. Deng et al. [31] further introduced
the 4-tag method. Compared to the two-tag method, the four-tag method adds the M-flag and S-flag and
improves the CWS method by adding the embedding feature of adjacent characters. Zhang et al. [32] extended
BiLSTM-CRF to model the CWS task as a character-level sequence labeling problem. In addition, Sun et
al. [11] and Ye et al. [33] adopted the word embedding method and generative network for unsupervised CWS
and achieved considerable results. With the development of large language models, Tang et al. [34] proposed a
BERT-BiLSTM-AM-CRF model that used BERT to extract the dynamic word vector combined with context
information and input the results into the CRF layer for decoding after further training through the BiLSTM
module. Huang et al. [35] proposed a domain adaptive segmenter based on BERT for introducing open-domain
knowledge. Private and shared projection layers were proposed to capture domain-specific knowledge and
common knowledge, respectively. Tian et al. [36] proposed a memory network to incorporate wordhood in-
formation with several popular encoder-decoder combinations for CWS. However, the need for computing
power in large models is huge.

Recently, the unsupervised and self-supervised algorithms have developed rapidly. Liu et al. [37] proposed
Knowledge-Augmented Language Model (KALM), which makes unsupervised NER achieve a similar perfor-
mance as a supervised model in some aspects by adding a gating mechanism to the traditional unsupervised
NER model. SSL is a typical unsupervised algorithm. Yann LeCun defined SSL as “the machine parts of its
input for any observed part” at the AAAI2020 and expressed affirms the development prospect of SSL, which
has attracted wide attention. SSL differs from unsupervised learning slightly; the latter focuses on detecting
specific data patterns, whereas the former aims to reproduce them [40]. In other words, SSL is still a supervised
learning paradigm, and tags are still needed in the learning process, but these tags are derived from the data
themselves rather than by a manual method.

Recently, there has been a lot of research on SSL inCV (computer vision) [38], GNN (graph neural networks) [39],
NLP [40], and other latest topics. Because the end-to-end training is easy to make the network fall into the local
minimum, the training process adopts a greedy approach [41]. The early unsupervised models train the stacked
autoencoders [42] or deep belief networks [43] layer by layer without tags, and then fine-tuning is done. With
the proposition of residual structure and batch regularization [44] and the cleverer activation function [45], the
model can realize end-to-end learning, and the traditional training methods are gradually improved. In a
recent study in the field of NLP, Giorgi et al. [46] realized SSL by comparing the distance between randomly
sampled text fragments and the target of a pre-trained embedded encoder based on the universal sentence.
Fang et al. proposed CBERT (conditional BERT) based on BERT [47,48] and realized self-supervised training
by comparing the training mode of constructing sentences with the original sentences. The mechanism of SSL
is similar to the CBERT of the machine translation model.

Therefore, the SSL approach frees the model from its dependence on labeled data. Based on the mechanism
of SSL, a discrete sequence rearrangement-based self-supervised Chinese NER model is proposed. The self-
supervised process is consistent with the rules of human language organization, which is a problem of dis-
crete sequence rearrangement. Yang et al. [49] proposed the KBLSTM (Knowledge-aware BiLSTM) model that
achieved high accuracy on the ACE2005 dataset, and the external knowledge is adopted to encode knowledge
into discrete index features and combined with BiLSTM.The backbone of the proposed model is the BiLSTM
model. Since there is no supervised learning behavior in the training process, the CRFmodule in the inference
layer is replaced by a winner-take-all approach, and a “Retelling Instructions” generation subsystem is added
for self-supervised training of the model. For the proposed model, the 4-tag method is adopted, which is
consistent with the method of Deng, and based on this, several features are introduced, such as Pinyin, partial,
and parts of speech, to enhance word vector embedding, which enables the model to gather sufficient feature
information to overcome the problem without enough context-relevant features for short instructions. For
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Figure 2. The general architecture of the SCNER models. SCNER: Self-supervised named entity recognition.

discrete sequence rearrangement, error backpropagation is a challenge, which is different from conventional
neural network training. A special mechanism is constructed for training, and also the proposed model does
not require large-scale labeled data to pre-train the model as BERT.

3. DISCRETE SEQUENCE REARRANGEMENT-BASED SELF-SUPERVISED CHINESE NAMED EN-
TITY RECOGNITION
In this section, the overall framework of SCNER is introduced, and then the feature enhancement module and
Self-supervised Entity Recognition Module are introduced. Finally, we explain the basic learning rules of the
model.

3.1. Overview
The SCNER model (as shown in Figure 2) consists of a feature enhancement module and a Self-supervised
Entity Recognition Module, which are used for pre-processing and SCNER, respectively. The Self-supervised
Entity RecognitionModule includes a NERS (Named Entity Recognition Subsystem) and an IGS. ANERS gen-
erates scores for each Chinese character corresponding to each named entity category, and these scores form
a raw score matrix. The generation method of “Retelling Instructions” is to reorder the input instructions
according to the information in the matrix and the grammar rules. However, this cannot be achieved by using
the raw scoring matrix without processing, as the scattered energy in the matrix causes the different characters
of the input instructions to interfere with each other when reordering. In this paper, we construct a Repo-
sition Matrix in the form of a permutation matrix to eliminate the interaction between Chinese characters,
the implementation of which is given below. Based on this, the model can independently apply the position
information of the raw score matrix to each Chinese character in the process of creating the “Retelling Instruc-
tions”, and also, the error backpropagation for SSL of the model can be carried out. The methods of generating
“Retelling Instructions” are given in the description of IGS and learning rules in Part C. After the completion
of the SSL through multiple interactions by the model, the raw score matrix is directly used for entity category
reasoning through the inference layer, and the named entity category attributes of each Chinese character can
be gathered.

3.2. Feature enhancement module
In the NER model, an important hidden feature is context information learning. However, for robot linguistic
instructions, such contextual information gathered by large-scale pre-training are scarce. Comparedwith other
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languages, Chinese sentences have unique grammatical rules, and Chinese characters also have a variety of
descriptive attributes, such as Pinyin and partial. Feature enhancement can be achieved through the creation
of feature sequences of this unique language structure, and the connection between contexts can be established
to a certain extent.

In this paper, X𝑐 = [X𝑐0, · · · ,X𝑐𝑛] represents a sentence, where X𝑐𝑖 represents the 𝑖𝑡ℎ Chinese character and
X𝐹 represents the feature sequence corresponding to the sentence. Given a sentence 𝑥𝑐 , the purpose of the
feature enhancement operation is to build a feature sequence set X𝐹 by integrating other attributes of Chinese
characters and mapping them to a feature vector set 𝜓𝐹 . In this paper, five-dimensional attributes are used for
feature enhancement, so the feature sequence set of a sentence contains five elements:

{
X𝑐,X𝑝 ,X𝑟 ,X𝑓 ,X𝑏

}
.

Where X𝑐 is the sequence of Chinese characters, X𝑝 is the Pinyin sequence corresponding to the sentence, X𝑟

is the partial sequence,X𝑓 is the part of speech sequence, andX𝑏 is the word boundary sequence. The method
of word boundary dividing is similar to the 4-tag method proposed by Deng et al. [31], in which Chinese words
are divided according to the position by [B(Begin), M(Middle), E(End), S(Single)]. The difference is that in
the process of feature embedding, we do not use any pre-trained word vector embedding model. Our feature
embedding method can be expressed as follows:

𝜓𝑖 =
∑

𝑊 𝑙
𝑖M (X𝑖) + 𝑏𝑙𝑖 (1)

where X𝑖 ∈ R𝑑 represents the original input sequence containing all the feature information of a Chinese
character, and d represents the dimension of the feature. FunctionM represents an encoding mapping based
on a statistical dictionary. 𝑊 (𝑙) is the weight matrix of the linear transformation, and 𝑏 (𝑙) is the deviation vector.
Both of them are part of self-supervised closed-loop learning and are generated in end-to-end training without
pre-training.

3.3. Self-supervised entity recognition module
As shown in Figure 2, a Self-supervised Entity RecognitionModule, including a NERS and an IGS, is designed.
Based on a traditional BiLSTM model, which temporarily shields the inference layer, we process the input
feature sequence and feed it to IGS to generate retelling instructions. The inference layer is reactivated after
the completion of the SSL process. Next, we introduce the NERS and IGS.

3.3.1. Named entity recognition subsystem
One of the key tasks of statement parsing is the extraction of named entities. The traditional method usually
uses the BiLSTMmodel as the feature extraction model and then gathers the strong context information in the
form of a state transition matrix through the conditional random field in the supervised learning process and
carries on the inference through the Viterbi decoding module [20,24,47,50]. The structure of the NERS is similar,
but the CRF module has been removed from the NERS due to our self-supervised training using completely
untagged data. The one-dimensional feature sequence 𝜓𝑖

′ =
[
𝜑′𝑖𝑐 , · · · , 𝜑

′
𝑖𝑝
, · · · 𝜑′𝑖𝑟 , · · ·

]
obtained by flattening

the feature vector 𝜓𝑖 is entered into the NERS model to obtain the score sequence L𝑖 , which is implemented
as follows:

L𝑖 = 𝐵𝑖𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 (𝜓𝑖
′) (2)

Where𝐵𝑖𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 () represents the traditional bidirectional network operation without an inference layer.

3.3.2. Instruction generation subsystem
In this paper, we design a special construction rule to realize the input instruction independent transfer to
“Retelling Instructions” according to the RepositionMatrix. In detail, IGS first processes the Raw Score Matrix
from the NERS output to obtain a Reposition Matrix of One-Hot encoding type. The model then reorders the
Input Instructions using the Reposition Matrix as the permutation matrix to generate Retelling Instructions.
The Loss is calculated based on the difference between Retelling Instructions and Input Instructions and is used
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for model training. But it should be noted that the reordering of instructions and the generation of Reposition
Matrix are discrete, and how to implement backpropagation in it is a difficult problem that we need to solve.

Based on the idea of Gumbel-Sinkhorn [16], our method aims to construct an ideal positional information ma-
trix. The difference is that the Gumbel-Sinkhorn algorithm uses supervised learning to generate the Reposition
Matrix, to solve the non-differentiable problem in discrete operation by continuous approximationmethod. In
this paper, the RepositionMatrix is extracted through discrete operation, “K𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛”, which is independent
of the network. The complete implementation is as follows.

Based on the NERS, the model calculates the score L𝑖 = [ℓ𝑖0, ℓ𝑖1, . . . , ℓ𝑖𝑑] of the correlation between each
Chinese character and the named entity through calculation, where 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛,𝑑 represents the number of
named entity categories. The set of score sequences constitutes the raw score matrix L = [L0,L1, . . . ,L𝑛] for
all inputs corresponding to the named entity class. The process of getting the Reposition Matrix L (𝑀) derived
from the raw score matrix is expressed as:

L (𝑀) = K
(
[L0,L1, . . . ,L𝑛]𝑇 − L′ + L (𝑁)

)
+ L′ − L (𝑁) (3)

WhereK represents the “K𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛”, which filters the original score matrix to obtain the Reposition Matrix,
and the implementation process is expressed as follows:

K (𝑋𝑛×𝑑) = 𝑜𝑛𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑡 (𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑋𝑛×𝑑)) (4)

Where 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥() compresses thematrix 𝑋𝑛×𝑑 into an n-dimensional vector, 𝑜𝑛𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑡 () expands the n-dimensional
vector into a one-hot-matrix with 𝑛 × 𝑑 dimensions.

L′ and L (𝑁) represent the constraint rule and the balance rule, respectively. Without constraint [Figure 3A]
and balance rules [Figure 3B], the model degrades rapidly during training. Their implementation is expressed
as follows:

L′ = [L0,L1, . . . ,L𝑛] • K ([L0,L1, . . . ,L𝑛]) (5)

L (𝑁) = 𝛼 • R
(
−
���L (𝑀) − N𝑛×𝑑 (1)

���) • L (6)

Where 𝛼 is the equilibrium factor, and R is the linear rectification unit. N𝑛×𝑑 (1) represents a constant matrix
with 𝑛 × 𝑑dimensions and all elements of 1.

As shown in Figure 4, the energy distribution in the Reposition Matrix is more concentrated than in the raw
score matrix, which helps to reorder the characters independently during the generation of the Retelling In-
structions. However, due to the limitation of learning rules, the position information in the original fractional
matrix generated by the model is usually not ideal, which means the model cannot converge. In the next
section, we discuss why the traditional learning rules do not apply to SCNER and propose our solution.

3.3.3. Learning rules of the SCNER model
Aswe discussed above, the RepositionMatrix can avoid the interference of characters in the process of Retelling
Instructions, but the learning method of the model is the key problem since the Loss of the SCNER is caused
by Retelling Instructions and input instructions, which means that the model cannot be learned according to
the traditional back propagation method. For example, the encoding of the Input Instruction at the character
position of 𝐿1 is 𝑥1, and the character in the same position in Retelling Instruction is encoded as 𝑥2. If the
value of 𝑥1 − 𝑥2 is negative, this does not mean that the model should increase the weight to increase the value
of the output at the 𝐿1 position but that it should reduce the likelihood of putting 𝑥2 in the 𝐿1 position by
changing the information in the reposition matrix. In order to solve this problem, the value function of the
SCNER model is designed as follows:

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛((𝑅𝑠 − S(𝐼𝑠 − 2 • 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑢(𝐼𝑠 − 𝑅𝑠)))2) (7)
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Figure 3. The general architecture of the SCNER models. SCNER: Self-supervised named entity recognition.

Figure 4. The general architecture of the SCNER models. SCNER: Self-supervised named entity recognition.

Where 𝑅𝑠 stands for Retelling Instructions, 𝐼𝑠 for input instructions, and S for masking operations during
error backpropagation. 𝑅𝑠 = 𝐼𝑠 • L (𝑁) stands for Retelling Instructions, 𝐼𝑠 for input instructions, and S for
masking operations during error back propagation. The details of the 𝑅𝑠 and S are described in subsection
3.3.2.

4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Details
To test the performance of the model, we constructed a robotic command dataset for the named entity extrac-
tion experiment. As shown in Table 1, the robot instruction contains five entity categories: Location, Object,
Quantity, Behavior, and Name, each of which is labeled in B, I, E, and O format. Among them, B is the start
position, I is the middle position, E is the end position, and O is the other. Instructions are created as logical
combinations of different physical elements, for example, “Take an Apple from the Refrigerator”. Unreason-
able combinations, such as “Take a Sweater from the Refrigerator”, are not allowed. In the end, we chose a
representative set of 1,500 instructions to make up our dataset, all of which are grouped into three syntactic
structures: “Take an apple from the refrigerator”, “Clean the living room”, and “Play the movie Gone with the
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Table 1. Details of the robot instruction dataset

Entity
Instructions Entity annotation type

Category Element

Location

Supermarket
Living Room
Storage Room
Bedroom
Refrigerator……

Take an apple from the refrigerator
Take a coat from the bedroom
Go downstairs and throw the trash
Get a dictionary from the study
Take a lemon from the kitchen……
Play the Song “Little Apple”
Play the song Hotel California
Play the song Edelweiss
Play the movie Transformers
Play the movie Gone with the Wind
Playing the French Open
Turn on the news channel……
Clean the living room
Tidy up the study
Open the door
Do the dishes
Take out the trash……

O: Other

B: Beginning

I: Intermediate

E: End

Object

Apple Beer
Sweater Express
Delivery Dictionary
Movie……

Quantity

One A Piece of
A Bottle of
A Box of
Two Pounds……

Behavior
Take Play
Buy Borrow
Take out Open……

Name

Hotel California
Gone with the Wind
Doctor Strange
……

Wind”.

To obtain more contextual information, the model will perform information enhancement for each input in-
struction. In detail, the model uses the combined encoding sequence of five features of Word, Pinyin, Radical,
Part of Speech, and Word Boundary as input to alleviate the problem of sparse context information. The
enhanced feature sequence is mapped into word vectors of 100 dimensions (each feature is mapped to 20 di-
mensions). The embedded module of the word vector used in the model is not pre-trained but a mapping
based on simple statistics of input instructions.

In the experiment, the two-layer BiLSTM network is adopted in our word segmentation model for feature
extraction. Each layer of the LSTM network contains 1000 LSTM units, and global feature information is used
as output in the bottom layer. For each layer of the encoder, the model concatenates the input processing
results of all memory units to obtain the full-time sequence of features and use them as the input of the next
layer. In our experiment, the Loss function of the model is set as the mean square error, the learning rate is
1e-4, the balance factor is 0.12, and the number of iterations of the self-supervised training is set as 200.

Our experiments include an SSL process experiment, a self-supervised online learning experiment, and a self-
supervised batch learning experiment. It is important to note that in all SSL, the input data to the model is
unlabeled. In the first experiment, we recorded the learning process of the model to a single instruction. The
model starts SSL after getting the input instruction, and the end condition is that the model can accurately
identify all named entities in the instruction. This experiment aims to demonstrate the process and results of
the SSL of the model, which is the basis for the following experiments. The results presented consist of four
parts: (1) The accuracy of entity extraction during the self-supervised training process, which demonstrates
the process of exploring the syntactic combination patterns of the model during the training process; (2) Vi-
sualization of entity extraction, which visualizes the variation of the model output during training; (3) Loss
curve, which shows the convergence and learning speed of the model; and (4) Logits Matrix, which describes
the difference between the paraphrased instructions and the input instructions constructed by the model, and
there should be a clear correspondence between them.

In the self-supervised online learning experiment, the model is fed multiple instructions one by one. Each
instruction is different from the previous instruction, either with different syntax or with different content.
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Figure 5. Tracked robot and dataset.

The condition for the end of each instruction processing is still that all named entities in this instruction can
be accurately extracted. It aims to demonstrate the online learning capability of the proposed model, i.e., how
the model learns new knowledge in a self-supervised way without forgetting the old knowledge when it is
finished training and deployed to the robot. This simulates a scenario where the knowledge of the robot is
updated online in daily use. The results presented include (1) online learning of many instructions with the
same grammar rules. The hypothetical scenario for this experiment is to update the database of a given entity
on the robot, e.g., a newly released movie, “Gone with the Wind”, to be added to the Object database. The
experiment demonstrates that the model can quickly acquire new knowledge “Play the movie “Gone with the
Wind” based on existing knowledge, such as “Play the movie “Forrest Gump”. (2) Online learning of many
instructions with different syntax rules. The hypothetical scenario for this experiment is that the developer
wants to add some instructions to the robot that differ significantly from the instructions used for training.
The experiment verifies the ability of the model to learn such knowledge while overcoming the forgetting
catastrophe of old knowledge.

In the process of self-supervised batch learning, we divide the instruction into many small batches and feed
them to the network in a way similar to supervised batch learning. In this learning process, the model only
performs an SSL process for each batch instruction instead of implementing accurate NER as in the previous
two experiments. This experiment aims to demonstrate the effect of batch training on the proposed model.
The previous two experiments have shown that an SSL approach on each instruction is practical, but this leads
to a significant time overhead in the pre-training phase of the model. Therefore, a more efficient solution
is pre-training using the classical batch training approach and updating knowledge using the self-supervised
online learning approach.

We also use the tracked robot, as shown in Figure 5a, to conduct behavioral control verification experiments for
fetching the apples and oranges, and it communicates with the server through Wi-Fi. For the object detection
model, we migrate the YOLO-V4 model that has been pre-trained on the VOC2007 dataset as the object
detection model. It should be fine-tuned on the fruit data set shown in Figure 5b, which is derived from
Baidu AI Studio and contains 300 images of four categories: oranges, apples, bananas, and mixtures. In this
experiment, language parsing and object detection are all run on the server, and the robot is responsible for
behavior implementation and environment perception. It should be noted that the behavior pattern of the
robot and the path information in the environment are known by default, and this part can be further improved
by constructing a semantic map and other technologies.

4.2. Results and analysis
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Figure 6. Training results. (a) is the F1 score curve, with the horizontal axis representing the number of iterations of SSL and the vertical
axis representing the F1 Score of the model for identifying named entities. During all iteration cycles, there is only one input instruction for
the model. (b) is the sampling of the NER results of the model in the training process, which is used to record the named entity sequences
generated by SCNER under different training cycles. In the figure, the label of a named entity with green background is identified correctly,
whereas the label without processing is identified wrongly, and its display content is consistent with the F1 Score curve.

Figure 7. Training process.

4.2.1. Self-supervised learning process experiment
The algorithm for the SCNER model used in the self-supervised learning process experiment is given in Algo-
rithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Self-supervised learning process experiment

Input: Input Instructions
Output: Named entity sequence, F1 score, and Loss
1: initialize: Create the SCNER model, Loss=1
2: while Loss ≥0 do
3: Named entity sequence, Loss, F1 Score=SCNER(Input instruction)
4: end while

As shown in Figure 6, the model accepts only one instruction at a time as an input, and the state of the model
is randomly initialized when receiving an instruction, so the model cannot accurately name the entity for the
input instruction at the beginning. After about 130 cycles of SSL, the model can converge to extract the named
entity in the input instruction accurately and maintain stability [Figure 7]. Similarly, the raw score matrix of
the model also gradually transitions from a completely disordered state to an ordered state. Although there
is still some influence in the non-target named entity category, the influence is almost negligible. After the
completion of the SSL process for the first instruction, the model saves the node and uses it for the extraction
of named entities for subsequent instructions of the same syntax. If the latter input instruction has a differ-
ent syntax structure, the model is initialized before learning. The judgment is based on the parts-of-speech
sequence in the input feature sequence.
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4.2.2. Self-supervised online learning experiment
The algorithm for the SCNER model used in the self-supervised online learning experiment is given in Algo-
rithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Self-supervised online learning process experiment

Input: Input Instructions
Output: Named entity sequence, Epochs
1: initialize: Create the SCNER model
2: for 𝑖 = 1, 2, · · · , len(Input Instructions) do
3: Loss=1, Epochs=0
4: while Loss ≥0 do
5: Named entity sequence=SCNER(Input Instruction[i])
6: Epochs+=1
7: end while
8: end for

As shown in Figure 8a, we use six-sentence instructions with three grammatical structures for SSL. Each in-
struction appears only once in each stage, and the model performs self-supervised training repeatedly until it
can accurately identify all named entities. When this is achieved, the learning process ends, and the number of
iterations of SSL is recorded. It can be seen that, even if the instructions are not identical, the existing learning
experience is available for later instruction learning of the same grammatical structure. And when the learning
of the later instruction makes the model forget the previous instruction, the model can also converge rapidly
through a few learning cycles when the previous instruction is re-input. Finally, the model can accurately
extract named entities from all instructions.

It should be noted that in this section, the number of iterations of the model refers to the minimum number
of iterations required by the model to achieve the correct NER (that is, the accuracy rate is 1) of an input
instruction. This means that the number of iterations is a judgment index of the learning speed rather than
the complexity of the model.

To verify the performance of the model on a large amount of data, we feed 300 syntax-structured instructions
into the model repeatedly for named entity extraction. As shown in Figure 8b, the convergence rate of the
model is slowed down due to the increase in instructions. However, the model can still accumulate learning
experience to speed up the parsing of instructions with the same grammatical structure. As the training goes
on, the number of iterations of SSL for the correctly named entity extraction is rapidly reduced when the same
instructions are re-inputted. Finally, the model can realize the NER of all instructions without SSL.

4.2.3. Self-supervised batch learning experiment
The algorithm for the SCNER model used in the self-supervised batch learning experiment is given in Algo-
rithm 3. The experiment uses all the datasets for training and randomly selects 100 instructions from them
as the verification set and the test set. It should be noted that the data fed to the BERT-NER model and the
BiLSTM-CRF model as a training set are labeled, while the data fed to the SCNER model are not.

As shown in Figure 9, the BERT-NER model quickly achieves accurate prediction of all instructions with a
few iterations, and the SCNER model also has this capability with about 100 iterations. The BiLSTM-CRF
model did not perform as well as expected, with an additional 2,000 iterations to achieve an F1 score of 0.856
± 0.007. These results show that the SCNER model is competitive with the traditional supervised NER model.
Although the BERT-NERmodel performs better, the learningmethod of the SCNERmodel is more distinctive
and does not require labeled data, so its performance is satisfactory. It should also be emphasized that during
this experiment, the instructions used for supervised BERT-NER model testing were randomly selected from
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Figure 8. Repetitive self-supervised learning process. (a) is the process of learning a small number of input instructions that conform to a
variety of grammatical structures. Blue, green, and red correspond to three different grammatical structures, and dark samples are entered
before light samples. (b) is the process of learning a large number of instructions that conform to a grammatical structure. The light color
line is to track the learning process of five instructions in random sampling, and the dark color line is to average the number of iterations
needed to extract the named entity from all samples in one cycle. The horizontal axis of both graphs represents the number of times a
sample appears in the model, and the vertical axis represents the number of SSL iterations needed to accurately implement the NER of
input instructions.

the training set. In other words, themodel has already learned these instructions during the pre-training phase.
And if we test the BERT-CRFmodel with instructions not present in the training set, it is difficult to get correct
results.

As shown in Table 2, we create 100 instructions independent of the training set to test the pre-trained model.
Before testing, we use a weakly supervised learning method to pre-train the model. In detail, we fine-tune the
pre-trained BERTmodel using our dataset to introduce weak supervision signals and then test the model with
newly created unfamiliar instructions.

The 100 instructions used in the test can be divided into three grammatical structures, such as “Take a Lemon
from the Refrigerator”, “Play the Song Lemon”, and “Clean up the Study”, and the corresponding number of
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Algorithm 3 Self-supervised batch learning process experiment

Input: Input Instructions
Output: Named entity sequence, F1 Score
1: initialize: Create the SCNER model, Loss=1,Batch(Input Instructions)
2: while Loss≥0 do
3: for 𝑖 = 1, 2, · · · , len(Input Instructions) do
4: Named entity F1 score=SCNER(Input Instruction[i])
5: end for
6: end while

Figure 9. Batch learning result.

Table 2. Test results of pre-trained BERT-NER model on unfamiliar instructions

Instruction type Accuracy

The instructions for the structure of “Clean up the Study” 0.6667
The instructions for the structure of “Play the Song Lemon” 0.8333
The instructions for “Take a Lemon from the Refrigerator” 0.5

instructions are 40, 40, and 20, respectively. It should be noted that we deliberately created some ambiguities
to increase the complexity of the test. For example, we use the instruction “Take a Lemon from the Refrigera-
tor” in the training set and label “Lemon” as the “Object” entity class. In the test set, we use instructions such
as“Play the Song Lemon”, where “Lemon” should be predicted as a song name. It can be seen that although the
model has high accuracy for all instructions in pre-training, during the testing process, its prediction accuracy
for these three types of instructions decreases; although the grammatical structure of these instructions is the
same, only the content is different.

4.2.4. Practical display of robot-SCNER
After entity extraction, entities, such as “B-location” and “I-object” output by the model, can be used to drive
robot motion. As shown in Figure 10a, we built an experimental environment for testing the control effect of
the robot. To eliminate the requirements of different shapes, sizes, and usage modes of the “Location” target on
robot motion control and simplify the test process, we substituted the real “Location” target with a signboard
printed with the name of the location target. Figure 10b shows the motion shot of the robot with the command
“Take an apple from the fridge” as an example. As shown in Table 2, the robot uses the YOLO-V4 network to
search for an object after entering the “refrigerator” signage area. When there is no“Object” in the field of vision,
the robot switches position or posture to detect other positions in the current area. After finding the target
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Figure 10. Robot motion control test.

Figure 11. Shot sampling in application experiments based on a single-arm robot.

object, the robot clamps the object according to the preset motion scheme. In addition, we also conducted
experiments on a commercial single-arm robot (As shown in Figure 11), which is also the requirement of the
fund on which our research is based.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a self-supervised Chinese NER model SCNER, which can achieve Chinese named
entity extraction in specific application scenarios and apply it to robot motion control. SCNER is based on
the traditional NERmodel and takes the human imitation learning mechanism as the paradigm to realize SSL,
which can work in an environment without labeled information. An SSL method based on discrete sequence
rearrangement is constructed, which enables the model to construct Retelling Instructions based on the entity
extraction results and use the distance between Retelling Instructions and input instructions as a loss function
for model training. To address the problem that the backpropagation of the discrete operation of the matrix
in training is not available, a two-channel discrete matrix generation method makes the output consistent
with the discretized matrix while enabling backpropagation in this phase. In the experiment, SCNER can
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achieve a stable and accurate NER effect with a very short self-supervised training of about 100 cycles and
accurately control the robot movement according to the acquired named entity objects. In the future, we
plan to redesign the instruction generation method of the “ Retelling Instructions” construction subsystem to
increase the generality of the model.
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